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A behavioral change expert, systems strategist,
WECOME
HANLIE!
author, and PhD candidate
for Hate Crime Studies.
My fascination with human behavior started while
growing up in South Africa. From working to
prevent hate crime to humanizing the workplace,
my career spans three decades and four
continents researching and applying behavioral
change strategies to some of the most challenging
behavioral problems.
As director of change at Change Craft (powered by
Behavioral Research and Applied Technology
Laboratory). I study, develop and apply agnostic
systems and practices that make change sticky
and results in high performing individuals and
cultures.

Our research features two foundational models

Measures which habits bring the
most value to people + companies

Supports the reliable creation
of positive habits over time
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HABIT PRESCRIPTIONS:
WHICH HABITS ARE WORTH ADOPTING?

Lack of health,
happiness + security
negatively impacts
work performance +
quality of life

We know that a core set
of Pivotal Habits drive
your people +
fuel your company.

Pivotal Habits are those
that generate health,
happiness + security for
people, and high
performance for
companies.

Share one thing that
might be possible at
your company when
your people are
healthy, happy +
secure?

Today:
1. Pick a habit that matters to your culture
2. Not all behaviors are equal
3. Try a ‘habit prescription’ - the ideal behavior
change to solve for your problem.

Habit Research Collections
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HEALTH

HAPPINESS

SECURITY

Move

Savor

Protect
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ü
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ü
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ü

Exercise frequently
Stand + move more

Savor positive experiences
Practice optimism
Express gratitude

Purchase sufficient insurance
Protect against identity theft +
fraud

Nourish
ü
ü
ü
ü

Eat for optimal health +
performance
In moderation: coffee, sugar
+ alcohol
Eliminate toxins
Supplementation

Restore
ü
ü
ü
ü

Sleep 7-8.5 hours/night
Limit device + screen usage
Manage stress
Drug therapy + medical
treatment as appropriate

Focus
ü
ü
ü

Live purposefully
Practice mindfulness
Use character strengths

Manage
ü
ü
ü

Foster
ü
ü
ü

Positive relationships
Perform acts of kindness +
generosity
Show self compassion

Learn + apply money
management skills
Reduce debt
Create a budget + track
spending regularly

Save
ü
ü

Save for retirement
Implement a short-term
savings plan

Poll:

WHICH HABIT COLLECTION(S) THAT MATTERS
MOST FOR YOUR COMPANY.

What is the ‘Dose Value’?
Dose

Value

• What is the optimal dose?

• How big is the impact / value
derived from the ideal dose?

• For how long do you have to
practice it before it STARTS to
have an effect?
• For how long do you have
practice it in order to get the
ideal value?
• What is the exact form of the
ideal dose?

• How long does the value last
after the dose (of the habit)
stops?
• In what form does the value
emerge?
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Outcomes for Stakeholders
Habits Prescriptions

Costs

Exercise
Sick Care
Costs

Healthy
Eating

Absenteeism

Presenteeism

Mortality

Productivity

Sleep
Cognitive
Function

Quitting
Smoking
Stress
Management

Error Rates

Stamina

Units per
Man Hour

Life Quality
Hypertension

Obesity

Blood Sugar

Cholesterol

Cancer

Fatigue

Drug
Therapy
Heart Disease

Diabetes

Poll:

WHICH OUTCOME(S) THAT MATTERS MOST TO
YOUR COMPANY TODAY

The Input or “Dose”
Exercise

The Outcome or “Value”
Decision Making & Executive Function

Example Outcome > Productivity

Decision Making &
Executive Function

Error Rates

Stamina

Units per Man Hour

Exercise

35% reduction in
sickness absence
15-20%
gain in
productivity

25% reduction in
medical costs

55% reduction in
BP

30% reduction on
diabetes
Source: BRATLAB Dose Value™ Model 2020

Exercise

Healthy Eating

Sleep

Is improving health behaviors/outcomes worthwhile?

Healthy Eating

10-15%
gain in
productivity (EX:
15-20%)

10% reduction in
sickness absence
and in medical
costs
(35 & 25%)

30% reduction in
heart disease

25% reduction in
cholesterol

Source: BRATLAB Dose Value™ Model 2020

Sleep
45% reduction in
error
rates

70% reduction in
staff
turnover

70% reduction in
absenteeism

Source: BRATLAB Dose Value™ Model 2020

50% reduction in
heart disease

40% reduction in
hypertension (EX:
55%)

NEW DOSE VALUE MATRIX
Impact of ideal dose
Habit
group

Habit
category
Move

Nourish
Healthy
Restore/
Replenish

Habits
Exercise, CV fitness, strength
Reduced sitting (Movement)
Healthy eating
Avoid drugs - smoking
Avoid drugs - alcohol
Drug therapy
Sleep quantity/quality
Unplugging, vacation etc
Stress mgmt, meditation
Talk interventions

Life Quality
Risks

Positive

Positive
Longevity Functionality Fitness
Cholesterol Hypertension
Well-being
30%
40%
60%
30%
-25%
-55%
-10%
-25%
10%
10%
N/R
-25%
-20%
25%
10%
N/R
-5%
-15%
5%
15%
10%

NR

5%
20%

Blood
sugar
-25%
-25%
-15%
-5%

Symptoms
Heart
Obesity Fatigue Diabetes
Cancer
disease
-15%
-35%
-30%
-30%
-35%
-10%
-25%
-30%
-20%
-10%
-10%
-30%
-10%
-30%
-20%
5%
N/R
-5%
-65%
-70%

-40%
-10%

-30%
-40%

-5%
-10%

-5%
-5%

N/R
N/R

-10%
-10%

-20%
-50%

N/R
N/R

N/R
-10%

-40%
-10%

-5%
-10%

N/R
-10%

N/R
-25%

-20%
-10%

-30%
-40%

N/R
-50%

Action in Group:

WRITE DOWN & DISCUSS THE HABITS FROM A
COLLECTION THAT YOU WANT TO GO TO WORK ON

Movement break
10 Squats
10 Desk Pushups
5 Side Stretches

Creating Habit Prescriptions
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Dose Value Habit Prescriptions
In order to make habits easy to practice, we need to make sure they are clear,
actionable and specific. That’s where Habit Prescriptions are helpful.
Dose Value Habit Prescriptions are designed to maximally achieve a variety of
valued outcomes in a specific manner.
You might choose to use these or create your own for this exercise.
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Examples: Health Habit Prescriptions
Desired Outcome

Related Issues
•

Improved
Fitness

•

•
Improved Cognitive
Function

Decreased
Health Risks

•

•

Habit Prescription

Employees are not functionally fit to
perform their job
Employees suffer from chronic
conditions or have high risk factors for
health issues

Exercise Frequently by performing 30
minutes of moderate to high intensity
exercise daily to improve cardiovascular
fitness.

Employees frequently experience an
afternoon slump
Employees have trouble recalling recent
events or information

Exercise Frequently by performing 6 minutes
of high intensity exercise to immediately
improve cognitive function.

Employees sit for long hours at a time

Stand + Move for up to 4 hours per day to
reduce the risk of sitting related diseases,
ideally by performing 4 minutes of high
intensity exercises every hour.
28

Health Habit Prescriptions
Exercise Frequently by performing 30 minutes of

Improved
è moderate to high intensity exercise daily to
Fitness
improve cardiovascular fitness.

Improved
Exercise Frequently by performing 6 minutes of
Cognitive è high intensity exercise to immediately improve
cognitive function.
Function
Stand + Move for up to 4 hours per day to reduce
the risk of sitting related diseases, ideally by
Decreased
è
performing 4 minutes of high intensity exercises
Health Risks
every hour.

Blended Health Habit Prescription

Exercise at a high
intensity for 4 minutes
every hour on the hour
for at least 6 times each
day to improve fitness
and cognitive function,
and combat sitting
disease.

Desired Outcomes
•
•
•

Individual Fitness
Improved Cognitive Function
Decreased Health Risks

Related Issues

• Employees are not fit to perform their jobs
• Employees suffer from chronic conditions or have
high risk factors
• Employees experience afternoon slumps
• Employees have poor memory
• Employees sit for long periods of time

Examples: Happiness Habit Prescriptions
Desired Outcome

Individual
Happiness

Improved Cognitive
Function

Related Issues

•

Bad moods + negative
attitudes spread easily

Express Gratitude by reflecting on + expressing 3 things
for 8-10 minutes to increase happiness by up to 10%.

•

Employees lack focus, suffer
from lower recall + reduced
mental clarity

Practice Mindfulness by meditating for 20 minutes/day
for at least 4 days to boost attention, improve working
memory by 20% + verbal fluency by 22%.

Employees lack resilience,
feel burnt out + are
disengaged

Practice Mindfulness (via meditation, yoga, body
scanning) for at least 2.5 hours/week for at least 8
weeks to improve physical energy + vitality, reduce
emotional exhaustion, and improve stamina by up to
50%.

•
Improved Stamina

Habit Prescription
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Blended Happiness Habit Prescription

Practice mindfulness for 20
minutes each day, spending at
least two minutes by reflecting
on one thing you are grateful for
and then express this gratitude
by writing it down or sharing it
with someone later.

Desired Outcomes
•
•
•

Individual Happiness
Improved Cognitive Function
Improved Stamina

Related Issues
•
•
•

Bad moods + negative attitudes
Stressed employees / high turnover
Employees feel overworked
32

Which habits matter most for your company?
Create Your Own
1.

Review the desired behaviors
from the collections

1.

Choose 1 from the collection you
chose that you’d like to go to
work on right away

2.

Turn it into a habit prescription
based on what you know

Here are a few tips for creating
your own habit prescriptions:
ü
ü
ü
ü

Make the action clear
Guide on frequency
Keep it simple
Consider measurement
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HEALTH

HAPPINESS

SECURITY

Move

Savor

Protect

ü
ü

ü
ü
ü

ü
ü

Exercise frequently
Stand + move more

Savor positive experiences
Practice optimism
Express gratitude

Purchase sufficient insurance
Protect against identity theft +
fraud

Nourish
ü
ü
ü
ü

Eat for optimal health +
performance
In moderation: coffee, sugar
+ alcohol
Eliminate toxins
Supplementation

Restore
ü
ü
ü
ü

Sleep 7-8.5 hours/night
Limit device + screen usage
Manage stress
Drug therapy + medical
treatment as appropriate

Focus
ü
ü
ü

Live purposefully
Practice mindfulness
Use character strengths

Manage
ü
ü
ü

Foster
ü
ü
ü

Positive relationships
Perform acts of kindness +
generosity
Show self compassion

Learn + apply money
management skills
Reduce debt
Create a budget + track
spending regularly

Save
ü
ü

Save for retirement
Implement a short-term
savings plan

Try this: Habit Prescriptions
Behavior

Your top 1-3 behaviors
EXAMPLE: Employees exercise

Habit Prescription

Make it clear, actionable, simple and repeatable.
Include frequency!
EXAMPLE: Exercise at a high intensity for 4 minutes every
hour on the hour for at least 6 times each day.

Desired Outcome

What will you achieve if your employees
practice this habit?
EXAMPLE: Improved physical fitness, better
cognitive function, decreased health risks,
decreased stress

Which habits matter most?
Make these critical habits actionable by deciding which habits your ideal corporate hero needs to:
•
•
•

Amplify or continue doing
Extinguish or stop doing
Create or begin doing

Outcome

Habits to Amplify

Life Quality

Habits to Extinguish
Daily ruts

Productivity

Being curious and asking questions

Cost Reduction

Managers say YES to employee ideas
as often as they can

Habits to Create
Scheduling time for a workout or for date
night

Asking the specific question: “What’s one
thing I can do around here to make the
guest experience awesome?”

Saying NO, automatically

Saying YES, even when there is some risk

Exercise: Which habits matter most?
• Choose the 1 outcome from your list that best contributes to achieving your vision and write them in the column labeled
“Outcome.”
• For each of these outcomes, choose behaviors or habits that should:
• Continue doing – Amplify these!
• Stop doing – Extinguish these!
• Begin doing – Create these!
• When you are finished, star or circle one habit from each column (Amplify, Extinguish, Create) to design into your organization.
• Think about which habits would be the easiest to implement AND have the biggest potential impact.
• If you don’t have one in each column, you may choose whichever three habits you’d like to change.

Outcomes

Habits to Amplify

Habits to Extinguish

Habits to Create

Designing habits into your organization.
Exercise:
• Refer back to the habits and behaviors that your people must amplify, extinguish and create to become the ideal
corporate hero.
• Copy up to three habits and their matching attributes below.
• Circle whether you wish for your employees to Amplify, Extinguish or Create this habit.

Amplify
Extinguish
Create

Amplify
Extinguish
Create

Amplify
Extinguish
Create

I want to (habit):
In order to embody (attribute):

I want to:
In order to embody:

I want to:
In order to embody:

How can you help your organization leverage
HABITS as a source of competitive advantage?
By designing the contexts in which their people
work and live.

We call this “Context Design”
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